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View interpolation for omnidirectional-based immersive
virtual systems

AbdoulayeMaiga1,2,a) Naoki Chiba2,b) Tony Tung2,c) Hideo Saito1,d)

Abstract: We present a novel method for interpolating views captured with an omnidirectional camera. The proposed
method relies on a piece-wise transition-based image interpolation model that produces smooth local transitions be-
tween images by selecting optimal transition points. Hence, ghosting effects in standard interpolation methods can be
reduced, and occlusion issues can be handled. The technique can be used to reduce the number of capturing images,
which is the burden when constructing an image-based virtual system, while preserving the immersive realism. We
show early results using real-world images as a proof of concept.

1. Introduction

To date, to realize a virtual reality (VR) system for visiting
real world scenes, there are mainly three popular techniques: 1)
computer-based generated world, 2) 3D reconstruction from im-
ages, and 3) Image-Based Rendering (IBR) techniques. First,
fully computer-based generated virtual worlds can nowadays look
very realistic and display great level of details, in particular
thanks to the progress of computer graphics technologies (GPU).
However, the main issue is still the time and expertise level re-
quired to be able to generate a compelling real world scene using
computer graphics software (e.g., week to months for complex
scenes using MAYA). Second, image-based 3D reconstruction
techniques have continuously shown significant evolution since
the past decade as in [3] and [2], which are able to generate full
3D models of real-world (indoor) environments automatically.
However, the accuracy of the results is still lacking in some re-
spect to be fully incorporated into a virtual environment where
the users can freely inspect detailed elements. Finally, on the
other hand, IBR techniques are very suitable for generating vir-
tual worlds, simply due to the fact that resolution is higher when
using High Definition images. Nevertheless, it is still necessary
to capture a considerable amount of images or video frames to
obtain an accurate world, such as in [8].

We present a method to interpolate views between two im-
ages representing the same scene observed from different posi-
tions or angles. Hence, the actual number of images to be taken
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Fig. 1: Example of input omnidirectional image (360 degree
view) in equirectangular format.

can be greatly reduced. As observed different parts of the image
should be interpolated differently (e.g., foreground objects ver-
sus background), and therefore transition points should be spa-
tially anisotropic and occur independently with respect to image
regions. Hence, we propose a piece-wise transition-based image
interpolation model in order to reduce ghosting effect and handle
occlusion issues. First, visual structure of images are character-
ized by planar meshes built from visual features. Then, each mesh
face content is derived from the two observed images while tran-
sition point is estimated geometrically, and optimized using an
energy minimization framework. Moreover, by segmenting the
images into regions we are able to handle various types of cam-
era motions within the image (i.e., rotation and translation) and
therefore we can apply our method for a full 360 degrees interpo-
lation of omnidirectional images.

In comparison to a pixel-based approach (see details in the
next section), our method defines transitions per region (where
pixels will behave almost identically), hence reducing the com-
putation to the number of regions instead of the number pixels,
and better preserving image content structure (such as contours
of non-natural objects). One of the possible application, as we
will explain in further sections, is to obtain high quality interpo-
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lation which can be directly used in a virtual reality system. In
this work, experiments were made on real-world omnidirectional
images (see example of input image in Fig. 1).

2. Related Work

There is much research that has been done on both 3D recon-
struction and IBR within the past decades [1][2][3][8]. However
the presented work will focus mainly on the in-between image
interpolation using accurate matches.

Optical flow methods, although not traditionally used for in-
terpolation, are used to calculate various motions between input
images. Using the forward flow (from image A to image B) and
backward flow, one can linearly blend images to create interpo-
lation. The main issue is that such blending due to flow errors
can be inaccurate and superpose pixels. Moreover occlusion han-
dling is non trivial for such techniques. Another technique is to
use video processing to achieve plausible interpolation. The idea
of using transition points has previously been used to solve issues
related to video texture . Transition points were defined as points
where the video could be looped with very minimal obstruction to
the global structure of the video. In that sense, it differs somewhat
from our current definition.

In our attempt to create a fully interactive VR system where the
user can navigate through the pictures using a head-mounted dis-
play (HMD), omnidirectional images taken apart are used (e.g.,
at 0.8m). Therefore, depending on the user position the system
chooses which image to display. By doing so, we are able to sim-
ulate a walking experience through the images. Using an HMD
and the images as environment maps, users can have a sense of
virtual exploration. However, in order to enhance the experience,
images would need to be taken at a very high frequency. A simi-
lar approach is presented in [13], although not using an HMD, a
walkthrough system for virtual tourism is presented. Using 3 im-
ages and supposing that the 3D point matches are given, the no-
tion of blending weight is introduced. The weight is determined
depending on the position of the viewpoint.

In [9] an interactive system for browsing photos is presented.
Using a sparse 3D model, a smooth transition is established be-
tween different images. Similarly, once accurate keypoints have
been matched the authors compute interpolated images between 2
input images. However, 3D information using structure from mo-
tion (SFM) is used to place the images. Because of the application
(browsing hundreds of photos from the Internet), extremely pre-
cision is not required and therefore some artifacts remain visible
without any noticeable discomfort to the users. Our aim is to cre-
ate seemingly no artifacts in order for the system to be used for
a VR system where small misalignments may prove to be very
bothersome to the end users.

Finally in [11] a pixel path based method is presented. This

(a) Image A

(b) Image B

Fig. 2: Example of images with triangulated mesh built from
matching keypoints (here, SIFT features).

technique consists in interpolating between two images by com-
puting a plausible path for each pixel. This path is obtained using
the gradient domain. Once a plausible path is computed a Pois-
son reconstruction from the gradients is used to obtain the inter-
polated frames. The notion of arbitrary transition point is defined
and used in a similar fashion. The difference between their ap-
proach and ours is mainly the need to minimize for each pixel,
and the explicit process to handle occlusions. Therefore entire re-
gions where pixels share the same path are not clearly defined as
in our case. By doing so, we can reduce drastically the number of
transition points that actually need to be calculated. This makes
our technique adaptable to images with big disparities where op-
tical flow would require closer images.

3. Algorithm overview

This section presents our method in more details. The algo-
rithm consists in 3 essential steps: 1) identifying suitable visual
keypoints across both images (detection and matching) and gen-
erating Delaunay triangle mesh, 2) computing affine transforma-
tion between mesh triangles, 3) and finally determining the ap-
propriate transition point for each triangle.

The first step is to correctly identify and match keypoints
across images. Keypoint matching is the basis to many algorithms
in computer vision and yet remains a fatal part of the process and
we need a robust method in order to maintain only accurate key-
points. To avoid overpartition of complex scenes, we adopt a
coarse-to-fine strategy. We begin by creating 2 reduced resolu-
tion images of the input images (i.e., to half and one forth the
original sizes). By extracting keypoints from scaled images we
can still keep accurate keypoints by recalculating original posi-
tions in the full size image. For each image, SIFT [12] keypoints
and contours (i.e., line segments) are detected and extracted. We
use SIFT as it is invariant to image transformations and provides
a feature vector that can be used for many purposes (but actually
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Fig. 3: Equirectangular images A (left) and B (right). Keypoints
(p1, p2, p3) are respectively matched to (p′1, p′2, p′3). Due to cam-
era motions, point p′2 has shifted to the left side. Forming a trian-
gle using this would generate many artifacts. Hence, the image is
extended in order to obtain consistent triangulation.

any robust feature detector would also be acceptable). We then
perform a nearest neighbour matching in the feature space, and
apply a symmetry test (for robustness) by matching points from
image A to image B then from image B back to image A. In or-
der to select regions which are as homogeneous as possible, we
define a threshold and keep only keypoints that are within that
distance to the closest line segment. This ensures that we only
keep points close to contours. By doing so, we are able to elim-
inate significant amount of triangles that lie on inhomogeneous
regions (e.g., texture representing a part of table and wall), and
which can potentially be a problem for smooth interpolation.

Once keypoints are identified and matched, we then compute
Delaunay triangulation using the keypoints of the first image
as mesh vertices. The mesh is then replicated to the second
image using the exact matches to form matched triangles (see
Fig. 2). As we are using omnidirectional images in equirect-
angular format we have to handle the particular case where
corresponding triangles have points beyond the boundaries of the
image (as shown in Fig. 3). To solve cases like this, we simply
extend the second image by copying a part of the same image
as an extension to the same image. We then constraint triangle
matching between images so that triangle edge lengths do not
exceed 1/4th of the image size (length dimension).

The second step consists in determining a mapping between
triangle mesh content (i.e., texture). We then compute the affine
transformation Fi between each triangle pair {(∆i,∆

′
i )} such that:

∀P1(x1, y1) ∈ ∆i, P2(x2, y2) = FiP1, (1)

where i is the triangle index in both images, P1 is a point located
in triangle ∆i in image A, P2 is a corresponding point to P1

located in image B, (xk, yk) are pixel coordinates of point Pk in
the images, (∆i,∆

′
i ) is a pair of matching triangles from images

A and B respectively, and Fi is the affine transformation between
∆i and ∆′i .

Finally, for each triangle i we compute transition values {Ci}

for triangle content interpolation. In the current implementation

(a) Input Image A (b) Input Image B

(c) Interpolated image using standard blending

Fig. 4: Interpolation example without taking into account the in-
dividual triangle transition points, noticeable ghosting effect cre-
ated

we use differences of triangle edge lengths {l j
i } j=1,2,3 and triangle

area Ai between corresponding triangle pair and interpolated tri-
angle. Interpolation between images is then performed linearly:

∆inter
i =

(X2 − Xk) ∗ ∆i + (Xk − X1) ∗ ∆′i

X2 − X1
, (2)

where ∆inter
i is the triangle interpolated from triangles ∆i and ∆′i

from images A and B respectively, X1 and X2 represent posi-
tions in arbitrary image space of images A and B respectively,
and Xk ∈ [X1, X2] is the interpolation factor corresponding to the
transition point. Finally, depending on which triangle (from im-
age A or B) the interpolated triangle is closer to, according to the
criteria introduced above, pixel values from either image A or im-
age B are mapped into the interpolated triangle. To obtain the set
of interpolated triangles, we compute all minimal transition val-
ues {Ci = arg min{Ck

i }
Ck

i } where Ck
i is the transition value of the

interpolated triangle i at position Xk.

4. Preliminary results

Our main purpose is to create a sense of full immersion and
allowing users to choose their path based on a set of predesigned
paths. This allows the users to have a sense of motion while cy-
cling through images without requiring a 3D model. However, if
images are too far a part, the sense of immersion reduces because
of the lack of continuity. Hence, the interpolated images need to
blend naturally into the set of pre-registered images for a more
realistic walkthrough experience.

We use a Ricoh Theta camera to capture input omnidirectional
images. Images are captured by the camera placed on a off-
the-shelf tripod at regular distance intervals such as human step
(0.8m). The camera provides 3584 x 1792 pixel images repre-
senting a 360 degree omnidirectional view of a real-world scene
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Fig. 5: Equirectangular and spherical notations of omnidirec-
tional image.

(a) Input Image A (b) Input Image B

(c) Interpolated image using our method

Fig. 6: Interpolation example taking into account individual tri-
angles: The blue, white and Red meshes representing triangles
from Input A, Interpolated, and Input B. The White mesh morphs
from the Blue towards the red

in equirectangular format. Each input image has a height H and a
width W = 2H since the coverage is fixed to 360 degrees horizon-
tally and 180 degrees vertically. Spherical coordinates (θ, φ) can
be obtained from image coordinates (i, j) by forward projection
on sphere surface (see Fig. 5) for image warping.

We present preliminary qualitative results. The first set of im-
ages shown in Figure 4 display the ghosting effect that is obtained
without taking into consideration transition points. Essentially
we compute the affine transformation between the images, then
we apply pixel blending between both images. As we can see in
Figure 4, like many optical flow techniques this produces a rel-
ative ghosting effect especially for objects in close range which
have large induced motion across the images. By blending trian-
gles of different sizes into the newly formed interpolated triangle,
there is a certain lost of consistency in terms of pixel values. The
images therefore appear to be superposed. By doing so, there is
no benefit to segmenting the image correctly.

In Figure 6 the result of our method applied to the input images
is shown. In the given images, we superpose the triangle meshes
for images A, B and the interpolated triangles. The interpolated
mesh morphs from input image A to image B as its position gets
closer to the second image.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a novel method for smooth image
interpolation using anisotropic transition points. Unlike the pixel
based transition, we define regions and estimate individual transi-
tions for each. The pixels are then chosen to minimize a distance
between the interpolated triangles and the original triangles from
two input images.

However, by only considering individual triangles for our min-
imization, we are not taking into account the surroundings and
global smoothness. In order to solve this, we must define a min-
imization function which takes into account adjacent triangles.
This will allow us to handle interpolation of triangles and sur-
roundings jointly.
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